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Innovative decorating ideas for the new year
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And while inspiration can be found in the most
likely of places, such as magazine racks, a piece of
furniture or a color swatch, some of the most
innovative ideas come from designers who
decorate model homes.

A new yeAr brings A renewed
interest in fresh ideas for home décor. And
while inspiration can be found in the most
likely of places, such as magazine racks, a
piece of furniture or a color swatch, some
of the most innovative ideas come from
designers who decorate model homes.
Take nicole Fournier. she and her team
at design studio 8 worked on standard
Pacific Homes’ models, which can be used
as templates for ideas to redecorate a
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(Opening pages) Pillows add texture and color to the great room in this Standard Pacific model home
and brighten the living room (this page). In the master bathroom (opposite page top), bold colors make a
dramatic impression, while the addition of a globe, map and books give the study an Old World feel.

home for a new look or to help it sell.
“All of our concepts are inspired off
of pictures in magazines,” says Fournier,
an Anthem, Ariz., resident. “There may be
one thing you like, (if so) ... pictures from
magazines you can take with you.”
she also mixes expensive items with
inexpensive ones for enhanced looks and

to free up the budget.
For the standard Pacific model
homes, Fournier shopped at stores such
as Target, Z gallerie, Homegoods, stein
Mart, Pier 1 imports and Lamps Plus.
in one model home, Fournier
designed the guest bathroom with an
expensive-looking tile and splurged on

the more expensive onyx embellishments.
when layering pillows on beds, Fournier
combined custom-made pillows with
inexpensive ones in multiple textures.
Adding personal detail to pillows also adds
an expensive look to an inexpensive item.
A color scheme can provide a base,
while texture adds interest to the room,
Fournier says.
“it’s a matter of texture upon texture,”
she adds. “it’s about using massive amounts
of the same color but playing with your
texture. ... something always needs to
lead your eyes somewhere.”
Plants, picture frames, mirrors and
other items add textures, but should be
set out or hung in groups of two or three.
To decorate a space, buy small pieces of
artwork or mirrors and hang them in tight
groups or one large piece, Fournier advises.
she also suggests using items in ways
other than their intended use. in the model
homes, she used decorative screens meant
as room separators as wall art in a hallway
and as a headboard in a bedroom.
“Artwork can be $50, and you
wouldn’t know it,” she adds.
walls should be adorned from corner
to corner, whether it’s with paint, wood,
canvas transfers or murals. And don’t

neglect the ceiling. A dining room table
with a mural on the ceiling makes a
dramatic impression, Fournier says.
“you start adding interest,” she
adds. “if a house looks good with floors
and walls, it will look 10 times better
with the stuff in it.”
Fournier recently used her experience
designing model homes to sell her own
home in three weeks. To dress your house
to sell, stage it like a model home.
swap out a full-size bed in a child’s
room to a twin and push it against the
wall to make the room appear larger,
and move all shelves up on the walls to
free floor space. Also, clear clutter and
consider dimmer switches and halogen
light bulbs to create crisp lighting. n
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